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Quilting Times
Join us!!
Tar River Piecemakers Quilting Guild
Meets at 9:30 the second Saturday of every month at
the Arts Centre at the Imperial Centre for Arts &
Sciences 270 Gay Street, Rocky Mount, NC. 27804

From The Leadership Team!
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!!!!!
Hey there fellow quilters.. Hope you are well today.. Wow it seems like this year is flying by already.. Are you working on your Christmas
presents yet ??.. hahaha
So Valentine Day... Most people associate it with couples BUT I don't feel like it should be limited to that... You love lots of people why
should a spouse be the only one to benefit from that... So for those without a spouse I am sure there are others that could use your love
right now cause it is a crazy world out there right now, even crazier than others. So use that day to spread out that love...... make a
charity quilt, bake something up wonderful and leave on someone's doorstep, give someone a call.. do as Paula was talking about
spread a quilty hug. Even something as mundane as cleaning a closet of clothes and donating, someone is going to love what you
donate.. to wear to a job interview, or just dress up pretty for a day..... So many ways to give.. I know most of you practice this each day
anyway but that day is probably pretty hard for a lot of people including many of you.. So know that this is your quilting family and we
give you aquilting hug every day..........
Okay, wow Martha, got pretty sappy there.. haha... So I know this not meeting stuﬀ is really getting old but Vicky and I really are thinking
of your safety as meeting in a large group is still not the answer.. I hope that you are using the internet to find groups to connect with on
projects.. So many sew a longs, free patterns on sites, just like what Annie's sent us.. So speaking of Annie's I was wondering, from
suggestion of member, if in a future meeting we did sort of like last month with open sew day but we make something from the project
pamphlet they sent us. Vickie and I would decide on what project, then each of us make and demo in the beginning of meeting, then
check back during the day to see how everyone is doing... then maybe Jeannie can get a couple of snapshots to send to Annie's in
appreciation of what they sent us. You have your own machine, your pattern that was sent, and can use your stash to make, or make a
few for those Christmas gifts you need in 11 months... haha...... If anything special is
needed we would let you know before hand so that hopefully you can get what you need, or we can help you get
those things.....I hope this seem like something fun to do..
Well happy sewing everyone... Enjoy your day,
Martha

ByAnnie Patterns

Our Next Meeting
Saturday,
February 13, 2021

If you make any of the ByAnnie basic
patterns that were included in the Guild’s
Christmas package please take a picture
of them and send it to me at
Jennie@quiltchaos.com

ZOOM MEETING

Also if you have made any of the
ByAnnie patterns to help organize your
quilting adventures please send pictures
of them as well.

Tar River Piecemakers Quilting Guild Meeting Minutes 01-09-2021
Vickie Wallace called the TRPQG meeting on ZOOM to order at 10:01 am and welcomed everyone. There were 13
members present. Vickie wished Happy Birthday to everyone with a January birthday.
A motion was made to accept the December Meeting Minutes by Ramona Orzell and seconded by Nancy Knapp.
The motion was passed by the membership.
Committee Reports:
Charity Outreach: Jinx Abernathy. Mary Ann Rettino is still accepting hats and baby quilts for adoptions.
Library: Martha Blount/Maryann Rettino – They are still doing book reviews for the newsletter.
Webpage: - Frankie Powell
Newsletter/Facebook: Jennie Wright
Sunshine and Shadows: Ramona Orzell – Jinx Abernathy has had a mild stroke and seems to be doing better. She
asked for a leave from 2 committee leads. Check Facebook post for details.
Membership: Jinx Abernathy/Amanda Jackson
Bee Keeper: Pam Smith
Hospitality: Hospitality is not needed for ZOOM meetings.
Old Business: .Martha Cianos will check on the list of people in the Mystery Fabric Bag Exchange and will
contact them.
New Business: Vickie asked for ideas for the February and March meetings. Please contact her with any
ideas.
Program:
Today’s program was a “commit to sewing” day consisting of a small business meeting and then a “free
sew” in your own sewing place. Members checked in at 10 am to show what project they would be working
on. They checked in at 1 pm with an update. Last check-in was at 4 pm to show what they had done.
Names were entered into a prize drawing for each time a member checked in. Frankie Powell won the drawing for
a gift certificate to Loving Stitches Quilt Shop.
We had Sew & Tell.
Next meeting will be February 13, 2021.
Meeting adjourned at 4:10 pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Jean Doyle, Secretary

FEBRUARY GUILD MEETING - Via Zoom
Come get together and zoom with us!
Saturday, February 13, 2021 at 10:00 a.m.
Go to zoom.us and “Join a meeting.”
The zoom ID# is 252-908-2251
Don’t know how to zoom? Call Paula
Loges at 252-908-2251 and she’ll teach you
how. It’s very easy, safe and lots of fun to
connect with our quilting sisters this way!

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
REPORT
Please continue your sewing for charity.
Hopefully when we are able to meet again we
will have lots of items to donate. Don’t forget
to keep track of your chairity hours.

Primitive Gatherings. https://www.primitivegatherings.us/
BOM – Wool – Fabric – Patterns – Needful Things –
Threads – Gifts – Kits – Books

K-C ONLINE

LisaBongean.com Primitive Gatherings
Quilting, Wool, Stitching, Recipes, and life on Anchor Point
Sherri McConnell AQuiltingLife.com
Tips & More – Quilt Patterns – Quilting Essentials – Tutorials – Videos –
Quilting Life Podcast with daughter Chelsi Stratton
Kirsty BonJourQuilts.com
PDF Pattern Shop - Blog
Joanne Kerton

https://www.canuckquilter.com/

Patterns – Etsy Shop – Blog – Tutorials – Inspiration
Lori DeJarnatt HumbleQuilts.Blogspot.com
Blog – Guild Lectures & Workshops – Humble Quilts Facebook
Barbara BBQuiltmaker.Blogspot.com
Blog – Tutorials – Lectures - Workshops

Sunshine & Shadow
Card of encouragement sent to Jinx Abernathy
We don’t want you to go through it alone!
If you have anyone you want Remembered,
please email: Ramona Orzell at orzellrjo@suddenlink.net

Busy
Bees

Meetings are held at the Art's Centre on the 2nd Tuesday @ 10 am
Queen Bee is Sarah Wade

Cutting
Corners

Meetings are held at Braswell Library on the 3rd Friday @ 10 am
Queen Bee is Ramona Orzell. Bee Membership is Full.

Happy
Hoopers

Meeting are held on 3rd Saturday at the home of Pam Smith @ 10 am.
Queen Bee is Pam Smith. Bee Membership is Full.

Rachel’s
Remnants

Meetings are held 6 pm on the 1st Thursday at various restaurants
Queen Bee is Martha Cianos

Open
Sewing

Open Sew Format @ Imperial Art Center on the 4th Saturday @ 10:15 - ?

BEES
Please keep in touch with
your Queen Bee. Some of
you are Skyping and
conferencing your meetings
to stay in touch during these
trying times. Please keep
Safe and Healthy. Pam

Please contact Pam Smith

Book Review for February, 2021
Once again I will review a book that is in my personal library. I wish that I had
purchased this book for our guild library when it was in print. I have given the name of
the book to several friends. Some were able to find it on Ebay for a reasonable
price. The book is called Even More Quilts for Baby by Ursula Reikes. This book was
published in 2000. I have several of her books but this is my favorite by far. There are
directions for twenty quilts. I have made many of them over and over. The directions
are for small quilts that could be used for many purposes other than for babies. I have
used them for veterans quilts, charity quilts, quilts for those that are in wheelchairs, as
well as for babies. The quilt patterns can be enlarged if you need a larger quilt. I have
made the pinwheel quilt, courthouse steps quilt, basket weave, simple patch, and nine
patch. The directions are clear. For those who have never made a quilt, there are
directions on rotary cutting, pinning, pressing, and squaring up of blocks. Ms. Reikes
explains how to assemble the quilt top, as well as how to add borders and making the
quilt sandwich. She even gives suggestions for machine quilting the quilts. I use her
directions for doing a bias fold binding and joining the ends on every quilt I make. This
would be a fabulous book to add to your quilt book collection.
Your quilt librarians,
Martha Blount
Maryann Rettino

SAVE THE DATES
TRPQG MEETINGS
FEBRUARY 13TH Meeting - ZOOM
MARCH 13TH Meeting

-

MEETING

ZOOM MEETING

Deadline for newsletter submissions is the 25th
EVENTS YOU MIGHT ENJOY
Quiltcon - February 18 - 22, 2021
Online/Virtual www.QUILTCON.COM
Mid Atlantic Quilt Festival - ONLINE 2021 February 24 -27 www.onlinequiltfest.com
World Wide Quilting Day - March 20, 2021
Original Sewing & Quilt Expo August 5, 6, & 7 - 2021
Raleigh Convention Center

Tar River Piecemakers
Quilting Guild

TRPQG Official Charities
Patriotic quilts: Any size
Quilts for Christian Adoption Agency: any size

P.O. Box 7041 Rocky Mount NC 27804

Please include a sample square from the quilt pattern which is given
to the birth mother.

Isolette covers for Vidant Hospital: should be no larger than
36” x 36”

Quilts for Nash Hospital Nursery: They accept any size quilts
they use to send the babies home. We will accept smaller blankets
that are knitted or crocheted. We can always find someone who has a
need.

Additional charities our TRPQG members support.
Oncology Department Quilts: can always use lap size quilts & Mug
rugs for them.
Bereavement wraps: 12” x 12” or 15” x 15” (use pattern)
Mother’s Hearts: (ask for pattern) used for preemies in neonatal
departments.
Preemie Beanies: (knitted) ask for pattern or Google them
Comfort Bags: For Police department bags
Quarterly Challenges: To be announced

A Big TRPQG Thank You
* Harvey Sopher for mailing the newsletters
* Everyone who is home sewing for charity
* The Queen Bees who are helping their members
stay connected.
* The Leadership Team for doing what is
necessary to help keep us safe.
* For your understanding and patience while we
find new ways to stay connected.
* Paula Loges for all her help with ZOOM

QUILTOLOGY – FEBRUARY 2021
“IRONS IN THE FIRE”
No-one can exactly pinpoint when people started to press clothes smooth, but many antique collectors believe that
the first known "iron" for clothing was developed in China in the 1st Century BC. They were known to use hot metal
pans filled with boiling water or hot coals pressed over stretched cloth to remove wrinkles from their clothing. However,
the Ancient Greeks, during the 4th century BC, used metal rods, called “goffering irons”, heated over a fire, to create
ornamental creases in fabric. Not to be outdone, the Scandinavians, during the 10th century AD, used a glass iron to press
& ornament their clothes.
There were many more implements used through the ages, some worked, some didn’t. From the 4th century BC
to the 11th century AD there doesn’t seem to be too many advances in the wonderful world of ironing clothes. Their
function was purely to press or flatten clothes, eliminate wrinkles, create fashionable creases & decorations, & to disinfect
& clean clothing using heat.
So let’s dissect the history of clothes irons. Iron was originally smelted in “bloomeries”, furnaces where bellows
were used to force air through a pile of iron ore & burning charcoal. The carbon monoxide produced by the charcoal
reduced the iron oxide from the ore to metallic iron. The Iron Age in the Ancient Near East is believed to have begun
with the discovery of iron smelting & smithing techniques in Anatolia or the Caucasus & Balkans in the late 2nd
millennium BC (c.1300 BC). The earliest bloomery smelting of iron is found at Tell Hammeh, Jordan around 930 BC
(14C dating).
Meanwhile people in Northern Europe were using stones, glass & wood for smoothing cloth. These continued in use for
"ironing" in some places into the mid-19th century, long after Western blacksmiths started to forge “Smoothing Irons” in
the late middle Ages. So there you have it! Our foremothers of King Arthur, Robin Hood, & Merlin’s time were
probably the first to use “irons” on their clothing.
Eventually “Sad Irons” are introduced to households during the 19th century. They are small, heavy, & oddlyshaped. Sad Irons are so called because of the obsolete term "sad", meaning “heavy & solid” seemed appropriate. Any
bride who scored more than one sad iron was considered lucky. She could keep one or more irons on her open fire while
she used another iron to press the family's clothes.
Not only was the sad iron a useful household tool, but it was a revolutionary, labor-saving device for the time that
it was created. Sad irons were so named because of the weight needed to press wrinkled clothes & sheets. They were
made of solid metal, 5-9 pounds, including the handle. When the iron was heated, this meant that the handle would also
heat up. Wives would have to use a thick cloth or a mitt of some sort before they could pick up the iron. Even so, burns
& blisters, as well as strained, tired arms, were a normal part of “ironing day.” It is my firm belief that THIS is the real
reason these were dubbed “Sad Irons”! I remember using Sad Irons off my grandmother’s wood burning stove & ironing
pillowcases & embroidered kitchen towels. My favorite towel was “Saturday, Market Day”. Today, I use mine as a door
stop!
Mrs. Mary Florence Potts of Ottumwa, Iowa, brought further change to the miserable world of ironing. In 1870, at the
age of 19, she invented HER first “Sad Iron”. It had a hollow metal body that could be filled with a non-conducting
material such as Plaster of Paris. In 1871, Mary invented the removable wood handle, so it could be changed from a cool
iron to one off the stove that was hot & ready to use. A final improvement was the shape. Mary made both ends pointed
so its user could iron in either direction. All of these inventions were patented under her own name, another rarity for the
time.
In the late 1800s, gas irons came into existence. Households had separate gas lines & the gas iron was hooked up to the
gas line by a pipe. The iron contained a burner to which the gas ran. When the burner was lit, the iron intensified. These
irons were usually iron heated with oil, gasoline & other fuels. Can you imagine using a HOT, gas-propelled iron on
Ironing Day?!

Throughout the 1880s, when electricity was becoming extensively accessible in regular households, the appliance
that we have ALL grown to know & love - Henry W. Seeley’s "electric flatiron"! But cven the early electric irons
needed improvement! The electric iron with a long cord & continual heating was patented in 1903. The irons were
heated on a stand which had to be reheated frequently. There was no way of controlling its temperature. One big
problem with Seeley’s iron was that it heated gradually, & cooled progressively when used. The iron had to be
reheated repeatedly. Inventor Joseph Myers developed the first reliable thermostat & temperature controller for an
electric iron in the 1920s.
The development of the iron led to the shortening of time spent ironing clothes, improving the domestic household
by reducing physical labor with the small & compact household tool. The improvement of the iron led to new
features & improved quality such as allowing vertical steaming, temperature control, Cord Control, etc. Engineers
use the latest materials & manufacturing processes, including a wide range of features to ensure comfort,
appearance, safety & ergonomics.
If you don’t remember ironing those cute Kitchen towels that you so painstakingly embroidered as a child, perhaps
you remember the Coke Bottle Laundry Sprinkler! My mother had one right next to the ironing board. A Coke
bottle with a little silver sprinkler on top of it to wet the clothes before ironing them, Lucky for us, Thomas Sears
invented the first steam iron during the 20th century. Most modern irons are made of metallic & polymer materials
& most have features such as steam, temperature controls, & programmable shutoff. The high heat of the steam
provides the ease of removing wrinkles & creases from clothing. Basically, the iron is functionable when electric
voltage is transferred through a coil & heated. This heat is then transferred to the soleplate through conduction.
Modern irons operate by water transferred into a small transparent water tank & boiled until its indicated it is ready.
The user can adjust the steaming option with a mechanical button. The blend of heat & pressure removes wrinkles
& creases using resistive heating from an electrical current.

Antique Victorian Goffering iron

Modern Steam Iron

